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Abstract

Facing the growth of energy demand and the worldwide interests in renewable energy sources, smart grid has
been proposed in order to accommodate the needs of power grid development. In China, digital substations have
been widely applied. Moreover, as the worldwide interest and development in smart grid have increased
significantly, the digital information availability and communication capability of modern substation have been
improved. Different with traditional substation protection configuration based on local information, Integrated
Protection (IP) is used to denote the integration of several protective devices for multiple power equipment within
the substation into one protective relay, obtaining all the real time information of the substation by communication
network. The analysis of sharing information and cooperation among different protection functions helps to realize
more reliable and sensitive fault detection. This paper describes several different integrated protection schemes and
their respective advantages and disadvantages. The principles and functions applied in integrated protection
systems are addressed to provide an overview of the current state of the technology. A new coordinated
protection system based on inter-substation information is proposed and simulation study is discussed to verify the
improved reliability and sensitivity.
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Introduction
POWER systems are facing challenges due to the de-
regulation of the electricity market, environmental
concerns and the impact of changing from a fossil fuel
dominated system to one based on low carbon sources.
The issues are further complicated by recent major
blackouts, customers’ expectation of high system reli-
ability and the impact of power electronics equipment.
Power systems need to be developed in the direction of
high reliability, flexibility, intelligence and sustainability.
All these challenges lead to high requirement on power
system protection.
Traditional power systems usually have main and

backup protections for every local plant. Main protection
abides by the well-established and well-proven “dispersed
and independent” principle. Backup protection issues
tripping signals when the main protection or its associate
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circuit breaker fails to operate. These signals then trip the
circuit breakers to isolate un-cleared faults from the
network. They traditionally coordinate with the main pro-
tection using time delays and appropriate choice of set-
tings [1]. The rapid development of power systems further
complicates the setting and coordination of backup pro-
tection, and the resulting extended trip times risk operat-
ing safety and system stability.
The application of various intelligent secondary equip-

ment and the construction of a reliable communication
network are the fundamental factors for promoting the
development of new protection systems. With the widely
spread application of intelligent electronic devices (IEDs),
information digitization and substation communications,
the adoption of protection that uses comprehensive infor-
mation sourced from the local region is required. Exten-
sive studies have been carried out to improve protection
performance, which generally involve enhanced utilization
of digital and communications technologies.
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The classification of these types of protection can be
based on the information domain scope. Wide area
protection is based on a wide area measurement sys-
tem (WAMS) that implements a regional protection
and control system [2–7]. This was developed from
special integrity protection systems (SIPS) [8] and
broadened the role of traditional relay protection from
a point to a surface, so that the high standards of de-
pendability and security inherent in modern protection
systems can be maintained [9]. Wide area protection
responds to various system disturbances through the
analysis of wide area information and the evaluation of
the system states. This type of protection involves the
use of system-wide or regional information and the
communication of selected local data to a remote loca-
tion. It is designed to counteract the propagation of a
large disturbance, and delivers better sensitivity and
effectiveness as compared with traditional SIPS [10].
At present, because of communication delays and high
requirement to Ethernet bandwidth, there are still
many application issues of wide area protection for a
large scale grid.
Protection schemes whose information domain is

within a substation or within a local regional area net-
work have also been proposed. The concept of inte-
grated protection (IP) [11, 12] was proposed on the
background of digital substation and smart grid. Inte-
grated network protection (INP) is based on IP, and its
information range is extended to several adjacent sub-
stations. All these studies have encouraged the protec-
tion and control system to utilize comprehensive
information to achieve better performance and to
satisfy the functional requirements of a modern grid.
Previous work summarized above indicates protection

based on comprehensive information can adapt to the
evolution of the power network and optimize its per-
formance. China, U.S., Canada, Korea, and European
Community (EC) countries have started research and
development on integrated protection technologies and
applications. For example, researchers in China applied
integrated substation-area protection devices in 6 new
generation intelligent substations in 2012 and the
number has increased to 48 in 2014. The state grid
corporation of China has announced that 65 % of the
110 kV substations will adopt integrated protection
devices by 2020.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II describes several different kinds of integrated protec-
tion schemes and their respective advantages and disad-
vantages. Section III illustrates the protection principles
and functions applied in integrated protection systems.
A new coordinated protection system based on inter-
substation information is proposed in Section IV, and
finally, this paper is concluded in Section V.
Integrated protection schemes
Based on the optical transducer, data sampling with
merging units and optic-fiber communication, the data
collection part of protection device is separated. Differ-
ent from conventional protection device, applying the
intelligent breaker makes it possible that the protection
device only keeps the data processing and communica-
tion part. With the rapid development and maturity of
computer and electronic technology, high reliable inte-
gration and modularization of the protection device have
become a development trend. Taking advantages of the
compatibility with Common Information Model (CIM)
of IEC 61850, communication between devices in sub-
station automation systems becomes flexible. This tech-
nology has been applied in the protection scheme in
intelligent substations and implemented in some latest
power system protection products.
In the following, some of the different integrated protec-

tion schemes based on different communication infra-
structures are presented, and their respective advantages
and disadvantages are briefly explained.

Integrated substation protection scheme for rural
substations
Rural substations are the vital nodes of rural smart grid
and are commonly 35 kV substations in China, especially
in the central and western regions. At the end of 2012,
there are 16500 35 kV substations in State Grid and 1228
of them are new intelligent substations. On the back-
ground of smart grid and intelligent devices, research of
integrated protection scheme for rural substations is
driven by the development requirement.
A typical architecture of the integrated protection scheme

of 35 kV substations consisting of three levels, is shown in
Fig. 1. There is no process bus in the network and all the
protection devices are connected to the merging units
(MUs) and the intelligent units (IUs) in peer-to-peer mode.
The station bus is in single-network structure considering
the cost. Two integrated protection and control devices are
in the bay level to receive the sample value information
from the process level, and to conduct elaborate calcula-
tions and send decision signals to circuit breakers.
For new intelligent substations, two integrated pro-

tection central processing units (IPCPUs) are in the
bay level and each one can protect all the primary de-
vices in the substation. The adoption of dual IPCPUs is
to improve the reliability, as one can work as the
backup if the other fails. Because the substation area
information is integrated in the IPCPU, it is easily to
implement many protection functions, e.g. ground fault
line detection, under frequency load shedding, voltage
and reactive power automation control. GPS is used as
the time server and the IRIG-B signals are used to
synchronize all the data.



Fig. 1 Structure of integrated substation protection scheme for rural substations. IPCPU means the integrated protection central processing units
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For refurbished substations, some protection functions
can be set with MUs and IUs in the process level, and all
these intelligent devices work together to implement
distributed protection with no communication require-
ment. On the other hand, the IPCPU in bay level works
as substation area protection including control and
substation automation.
Some latest substation protection products based on

this protection scheme have been applied in China, and
some operation cases can be found in Table 1.

1) Advantages
Tabl

No.

1

2

3

4

The integrated substation protection is a cost-
effective solution for rural substations, with
simplified structure and reduced number of
required equipment. The substation area
information is integrated into the protection
unit, and is easy to analyze comprehensive
and redundant information to reach higher
protection reliability and implement fault
analysis. The peer-to-peer communication
of the process bus is reliable and secure with
low-latencies and sufficient bandwidth [13].
e 1 Operation cases of latest substation protection products

Substation Name Voltage Level Year

ShiMaChuan (New) 35 kV 2009

Weijin (Rebuit) 66 kV 2010

HaoTian (New) 35 kV 2011

DongTing (New) 35 kV 2011
The adoption of dual IPCPUs improves the system
reliability.

2) Disadvantages
The optical-fiber interface has large numbers and the
connection is complex, and thus this scheme is only
suitable for small-scale substations. Furthermore, the
scalability of this protection scheme is limited which
does not meet the requirement of device networking.

Integrated substation protection scheme for high voltage
substation
Different with rural substations, high voltage substations
have much more bays and power equipment. Consider-
ing large numbers of information interface, different
voltage-level sides have their own information sharing
networks. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the inte-
grated protection scheme of 110 kV substation. In the
process level, the voltage and current signals acquired by
the voltage transformers (VTs) and current transformers
(CTs) are digitalized by the MUs and sent through the
process bus to the bay level to achieve data sharing. The
term “Integrated Substation Protection” (ISP) in the bay
level, is used to denote the integration of several protect-
ive devices for multiple power equipment within the
substation into one protective relay [1]. GPS signals are
used to keep the synchronization of all the sample data.
After the data processing and analysis of the sampling
data from different devices in the substation, ISP send
GOOSE messages including trip signals to the IU to
realize the operation of the circuit breakers. Station
level includes the Human Machine Interface (HMI)



Fig. 2 Structure of integrated substation protection scheme for high voltage substation
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and SCADA system. Through the station bus, the
status data of various components are available to
operators for monitoring and operation purposes. The
manual control signals flowing in the opposite
direction can also be issued through the network to
perform some control functions by the protection
units (PUs). Considering the communication reliabil-
ity, both the process bus and station bus are in dual-
network structure.
One protection product based on this protection

scheme has been applied in LongChang 110 kV traction
substation in 2011.

1) Advantages

This protection scheme has good scalability and the
information sharing network structure can meet the
requirement of smart grid development. This
communication network can also save optical-fiber
interfaces and reduce infrastructure costs in project
implementations. On the other hand, the integrated
substation protection is based on substation-domain
information and has better reliability.

2) Disadvantages
The data sampling relies on external clock (GPS) but
the transmission time delay of switch network is not a
fixed value, and thus, the SV synchronization has a high
risk. For GOOSE network, its transmission time delay is
not fixed and the tripping time of the circuit breakers
may be effected. Nowadays, the cost of fiber interface
switch is high and thus, some idle interfaces should be
considered as backup in project construction. The
application cost should be given more attention.

Hierarchical regional area protection
The hierarchical regional area protection is a protection
system involving the information of the whole power
grid to achieve reliable and adaptive fault detection and
clearance. It is a combination of protection information,
functions and coordinated strategy. There are three pro-
tection subsystems: local protection subsystem, substation
area protection subsystem and wide area protection sub-
system (as shown in Fig. 3).
Local protection subsystem (LPS): protection devices

are installed for every local item of plant. Main protec-
tion abides by the well-established and well-proven “dis-
persed and independent” principle, and reliable and fast
fault clearance is achieved based on local data analysis.
Substation area protection subsystem (SAPS): this

kind of protection is different to the ISP, because its in-
tegrated information is the status data of the local pro-
tection devices and circuit breakers. SAPS can also
communicate with adjacent substations through the syn-
chronous digital hierarchy (SDH) [14], to receive status
of the opposite terminal circuit breaker. Through
centralized analysis, useful decisions can be given based
on redundant information, in order to improve the sys-
tem operation reliability. The SAPS also works as the
sub-substation’s wide area protection subsystem.
Wide area protection subsystem (WAPS): in this

subsystem, protection and control decisions are based
on wide area PMU information, and it responds to vari-
ous system disturbances through the analysis and evalu-
ation of the system states.
Coordinated strategies: the WAPS collects the status

information of the SAPS and control signals are issued
though the SAPS to relevant equipment. The SAPS col-
lects the data of LPS and can send control signals
immediately without cooperating with the LPS.

1) Advantages

Taking advantages of broadening information
domain, extensive information and coordinated



Fig. 3 Structure of hierarchical regional area protection. SDH means synchronous digital hierarchy
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strategies, the pressure of the traditional local
protection an be relieved. In addition, based on the
regional information, exact faulted section can be
located and the protection sensitivity and reliability
is significantly improved.

2) Disadvantages
The SAPS and WAPS are both dependent on the
communication network. The protection system is
likely to lose their functions when the
communication network fails. The integrated
information of SAPS is the status data, thus it is easy
to implement data interaction. However, problems
like data missing and high error rate challenge the
communication reliability, and the fault tolerance
needs to be considered further. On the other hand,
the interaction of analog data must pay attention to
the synchronization and time delay of the switch.
For the WAPS, the PMU configuration is another
problem, and a good solution is to keep the balance
of enough data and economic cost.

Protection scheme based on multi-agent systems
Multi-agent technology is a powerful new technique for
use in distributed protection systems due to its autono-
mous, cooperative, and proactive nature. There are
already lots of researches on the application of multi-
agent to protection systems [15, 16]. For different types
of integrated protection schemes presented above,
protection functions can be designed in a modularizing
mode and implemented based on the multi-agent tech-
nology. A protection scheme based on multi-agent
systems is analyzed below, as an example.
In the protection scheme, integrated protection func-

tions are divided into different agents according to
different missions. Three levels are defined for agent sys-
tem (as shown in Fig. 4): execution level, coordination
level, and organizing level. In the execution level, there
are measuring agent (M Agent), state diagnose agent
(SD Agent) and tripping agent (T Agent). Coordination
level includes the basic protection functions and others
based on information interaction: searching agent, fault
detection agent, fault line selection agent. The top level
is the organizing level which works as the agent control-
ler (named as recombination agent).
The agents in the coordination level can not only work

independently, but also coordinate with other agents to
realize data sharing, backup function and adaptive
setting, especially when the network has disturbances.
The agents in the execution level operate based on

the communication network, whereas its interaction



Fig. 4 Structure of multi-agent protection scheme. M Agent means measuring agent. SD Agent means state diagnose agent and T Agent means
tripping agent
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with the coordination level is solved by software logics.
The top level controls all the agents of lower levels by
recombination agents.

1) Advantages

The application of multi-agent technology improves
the use of redundant information, and the protection
functions and configurations become adaptive to
the change of power system resulting in higher
protection adaptability and robustness.

2) Disadvantages
The design of the agent structure is complex,
including hardware and software. When the scale of
the power system is large or the interaction of
adjacent substations is considered, optimal agent
model needs to be further studied.

Principles and functions
In the integrated protection schemes, traditional protect-
ive principles can work in the centralized relay to pro-
tect all the apparatuses within the substation. Based on
the further analysis of redundant information, some
novel principles are proposed and some solved issues
and automation functions are presented below.

Traditional protective principles
The integrated protection scheme is mainly based on the
well-established overcurrent (OC) protection technique.
Reference [17] presents a new integrated protection
scheme based on the overcurrent protection principle.
Reference [11] presents an approach to improve the over-
current protection by combining the adaptive current and
voltage instantaneous protections.
With the rapid development of optical fiber communi-
cation technology, current differential protection, owing
to its simplicity of principle, higher sensitivity and inher-
ent ability of phase selection, has been extensively used
[18]. Current differential relaying works on the detection
of the unbalance in current flow into and out of a defin-
ite protected zone and it is especially attractive to sub-
transmission systems since the dynamic changes of
power system impedance and power direction are solved
in a simple and elegant manner. References [19] and
[20] proposed a multi-zone fault clearing protection with
a current differential scheme of a fixed protection zone,
providing integrated primary and backup protection func-
tions. In the integrated protection scheme [21], an inte-
grated current differential relay, interfaced to the CTs on
all of the output lines connected to the substation bus and
neighboring substations at the remote ends of the lines, is
responsible for the protection of all the transmission lines
associated with the substation.
CT saturation caused by external faults may result in a

differential current increase or a restraint current de-
crease leading to protection maloperation. The direc-
tional information principle is a good solution to solve
this problem. A protection method based on polarity
comparison is introduced in [22]. In [23], a directional
comparison bus protection is presented.
An integrated protection scheme based on distance

protection technique [24] is installed within a substation,
and the centralized distance relay is implemented with
multiple distance settings to cover all the protected
sections. By utilizing the ratio between the sum of the
two terminal voltages of the line and that of the two
terminal currents, which is defined as integrated
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impedance, a novel transmission line pilot protection
principle is presented in [25]. The research in [26] extends
the work of Rockefeller [27] and proposes an integrated,
hierarchical protection system based on distance relays
where settings are adapted to ensure optimized perform-
ance under widely varying power system operating
conditions.

Novel protection principles
A new protection scheme for high-speed protection of
transmission lines, namely, Integrated Positional Protec-
tion scheme, is proposed in [28]. The relay which is
based on the fault generated high frequency transient
current signals incorporates two novel protection princi-
ples of positional protection techniques with and with-
out the synchronization of Global Positioning System
(GPS) respectively. The integrated protection technique
based on transient current polarity comparison is pre-
sented in [29]. The polarity of the transient current com-
ponent which comes from the faulted direction on the
transmission line is different from the one which comes
from the other emanating lines. Protection using this
principle can protect not only all lines associated with a
bus, but also the emanating parallel lines. As shown in
Fig. 5, when the fault occurs at F1, the polarity of the
transient current component INM is opposite to that of
the INLL1 and INLL2, while the polarities of INLL1 and
INLL2 are the same. When the fault occurs at F2, the po-
larity of the transient current component INLL1 is oppos-
ite to that of the INM and INLL2, while the polarities of
INM and INLL2 are the same. The polarity calculation is
based on modulus maximum principle of wavelet
transform.
A scheme of Substation-area Differential Backup Pro-

tection oriented to intelligent substations is proposed in
[30]. Through defining four types of differential zones,
fault section can be detected precisely by ordinal search-
ing. The bus protection comprehensive algorithm [31] of
information integration and information decentralization
is presented based on the integrated protection. Peaks-
cutting-criterion and interpolation fitting compensation
methods are also proposed, considering the influence of
electronic transformer on bus differential protection.
Fig. 5 Internal and external faults of parallel lines. F1 is an external fault of the
are analyzed to demonstrate the polarity protection principle
Moreover, a bus protection method based on current
direction comparison is proposed for the integrated pro-
tection. For a typical bus structure shown in Fig. 6 (a),
the current directions of _I 1 and _I 2 are the same feeding
in to the bus internal fault, whereas the current direc-
tions of _I 1 and _I 2 are opposite when it is a bus external
fault as shown in Fig. 6 (b).
Reference [32] uses the ratio of the bus voltage to the

sum of the branch currents to detect internal faults and
external faults, and this ratio uses the integrated infor-
mation and is defined as the integrated impedance.
Some papers have proposed power differential protective
principles, which analyze the integrated comprehensive
information to reflect the power unbalances caused by
system faults.
Some issues can be solved by integrated information
The term IP is used to denote the integration of pro-
tective devices for multiple power apparatuses within
a substation into one protective relay. Regional and
comprehensive information is the most significant
advantage of IP. Thus, additional functions and crite-
rions can be proposed through analyzing the redun-
dant information. A novel scheme based on the sine
degree is proposed for distinguishing the transformer
magnetizing inrush current and the power system
fault currents [33]. Similarly, more effective CT satur-
ation criterions and VT breaking criterions are pro-
posed based on integrated information analysis.
Other substation automation functions
Maintaining the operation of a continuous process is
generally the highest priority when part of the energy
supply system is lost. Noncritical loads may be shed-
ded when the utility supply fails. In that case, the
process must be powered by whatever available on-site
generation. Taking advantages of integrated regional
information, an optimal comprehensive cost model for
under frequency load shedding (UFLS) is proposed in
[34], and other optimal load shedding strategies are
presented in [35, 36].
parallel lines and F2 is an internal fault. Three currents (INM, INLL1 and INLL2)



Fig. 6 Bus fault situations. a is the internal fault of bus. b is the
external fault of bus
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A new coordinated protection system
Most researches described above focus on the analysis of
data, which depends on integrated information acquisi-
tion. Protection considering coordination of different units
and functions needs further study. A novel solution uti-
lizes the information acquisition mode of a digital sub-
station and the communication network of a smart grid is
proposed in this section.
Referred as a coordinated substation protection (CSP),

it implements the corresponding protection configur-
ation principles and concentrates on the coordination
and cooperation among different intelligent electronic
devices (IEDs) within a substation. It utilizes the com-
munication network and the data acquisition capability
available within a digital substation. Compared with the
existing integrated protection approach, IEDs with dis-
tributed processing have more advantages in terms of
functional support and information utilization. The local
information coordination of IEDs improves the reliability
of the fault identification process, and the CSP has
stronger independence and higher reliability compared
Fig. 7 Structure of CSP Scheme
with the traditional backup protection scheme. The
detailed functional realization, communication network
and the operating principles are discussed below.

Functional realization
CSP is a new application concept which utilizes the stan-
dardized communication protocol and the secure infor-
mation network available in a digital substation. The
Process Level accomplishes synchronous sample value
acquisition, action command execution and breaker
status uploading. The Bay Level consists of a number of
IEDs which work in a harmonious and coordinated
manner to provide reliable fault detection. The coordin-
ation of IEDs includes information sharing and coordi-
nated backup tripping. The Station Level integrates
useful data and events for substation management and
provides communication with the control center or a
SDH network.
Figure 7 shows the structure of a substation based on

coordination and cooperation between different protec-
tion IEDs. In terms of functionality, an IED integrates
the function module (FM), local coordination module
(LCM) and remote coordination module (RCM). FM is
responsible for the protection algorithm, which pro-
cesses the samples received from the process bus, per-
forms the protection calculations and sends the action
commands to the breaker. At the same time, FM can
communicate with other IEDs to share information and
deliver coordinated tripping of the breakers in a coordi-
nated manner. LCM is the module which monitors the
requirements of the local IED. It establishes the appro-
priate tasks and sends the commands. RCM receives
remote commands from other IEDs and analyses their
requirements, or receives remote information and use
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this for local processing. The protection uses an owner-
less structure and provides redundancy in the case of
IED failures. The IED is based on a modulus design
principle and is easy to recombine or extend functional-
ity via the standard module interface.
CSP is substation-domain protection system, and its

protection range is elements within the substation and
the outgoing-lines. Coordinated IEDs implement local
high speed protection decisions, whilst other IEDs
exchange information with adjacent substations to allow
the protection of outgoing-lines. If a primary equipment
(CT, VT or CB) is in an abnormal working state, the
IEDs work in a coordinated mode, using data sharing
and coordinated tripping to improve the reliability of the
local substation protection.

Communication network
A reliable communication network is one of the key ele-
ments in a CSP scheme. The communications network
includes two parts: the substation based process level
communication network and communications between
adjacent substations.
The process level communication network is shown

in Fig. 7. Based on the IEC61850-9-2LE standard, the
communications between the bay level and the process
level are via the process bus and a high performance
local area network (LAN) [5] which carries sampled
values (SV) and GOOSE messages. Considering the
large quantities of information and the network load
capacity, a dual process network is established within a
substation. The FM performs protection calculations
and communicates with the primary equipment
through the LAN “SV + GOOSE A”. The LCM and
RCM are responsible for coordination, and communi-
cate with their corresponding modules in the other
IEDs through LAN “SV + GOOSE B”. To synchronize
the different data sources, LAN communication should
Fig. 8 Communication network of CSP. The S_1, S_2 and S_3 are three ad
have an accurate and reliable GPS synchronous time-
marker.
One substation can exchange the information of

outgoing-lines with the adjacent substations, to imple-
ment cooperation between the different substations.
Network communications with adjacent substations are
based on SDH technology and operate in a self-healing
ring mode. The substations connect with all the other
IEDs in the ring, allowing flexible data acquisition to be
achieved. As shown in Fig. 8, substations S_2 and S_3
upload data to the SDH network using an SDH device,
and substation S_1 can download the necessary data
from the SDH network for protection decisions in its
substation domain.
CSP for the substations implements rapid fault judg-

ment and the coordination working mode, and conse-
quently it improves protection reliability. The local
protection function which analyzes the local informa-
tion, works as the main protection and the coordination
working mode is based on coordinated sharing informa-
tion to detect the fault when the main protection fails to
clear the fault. Independent operation and tripping with-
out time delays helps to promote the application.

Methods
Current differential protection is not affected by bi-
directional power flow, and can identify faults correctly
and rapidly, without the need for VTs to provide direc-
tionality. The differential principle can be easily applied
within a substation and involves the cooperation of
multiple IEDs by sharing information and using functional
coordination to implement an adaptive differential protec-
tion scheme. The basic principle is to use the nearest
correct data when the local data is erroneous. In addition,
if the local protection or its breaker has not operated
correctly, the protection trip boundary will be broadened
to ensure the protection can clear the fault.
jacent substations
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Using the CSP concept, an IEC61850 based system for
a typical 110 kV-35 kV-10 kV substation is designed as
shown in Fig. 9. On the basis of local protection area of
single instrument and approaches of information shar-
ing, multi-level extended protection regions are estab-
lished. M1 to M19 denote measurement devices at
different locations. Several different protection regions
are described in terms of protection scale, data included
and function level in Table 2.
The protection system implements substation domain

protection based on the differential principle. As an
example, the fault location in the system as shown in
Fig. 9 is considered to analyze the coordination working
mode. The current positive direction is assumed to be
from a bus to a line. Current pairs ( _I 14, _I 16, _I 17), ( _I 3, _I 4,
_I 16 ) and ( _I 4 , _I 19 ) are the currents at the terminals of
transformer 1, 35 kV bus 1 and line 4–19, respectively.
The differential current dif1 of transformer 1 is
_I 14 þ _I 16 þ _I 17
�
�

�
� . If the local data _I 16 is not available, it

can be replaced by ‐ _I 4 and ‐ _I 3 through information
coordination with IED (35 kV bus 1). The information
sharing is achieved through the process bus LAN “SV +
GOOSE B” and the new differential current dif2 is
_I 14 þ _I 17− _I 4 þ _I 3

� ��
�

�
�. The minus operator is used because
Fig. 9 A typical 110 kV-35 kV-10 kV substation system diagram. F means a
_I 4 þ _I 3
� �

are defined with an opposite direction to _I 16 .

Similarly, if _I 4 is not available, it can be replaced by ‐ _I 19
through coordination with IED (line) and the differential
current dif3 is _I 14 þ _I 17− _I 3 þ _I 19

�
�

�j.
Results
A single phase-to-ground fault was applied at the fault
location F and the three differential currents (dif1, dif2,
dif3) were calculated as discussed above and are shown
in Fig. 10. As seen, the differential currents increase
significantly immediate after fault occurrence and the
trajectory intersects the operation threshold at 0.503 s. It
is obvious that, differential protection using information
sharing can judge the fault effectively. The partial en-
larged figure shows the differential currents dif2 and dif3
are higher than dif1. The reason is that information
coordination brings greater measurement errors and
distributed capacitance current, both of which contrib-
ute to the differential current. In a real application, this
error can be large when one considers the communica-
tion error of the IEDs and the data conversion error.
Therefore, the protection setting should take this error
into consideration.
fault location



Table 2 Division of functional regions

Functional
region

Protection Scale Data Function Level

1 Transformer 1 M14, M16, M17 I

2 35 kV Bus 1 M3, M4, M16 I

3 Transformer 1
& 35 kV Bus 1

M3, M4, M14, M17 II

4 Transformer T
& 35 kV Bus 1
& Line 4–19

M3, M14, M17, M19 III

Fig. 11 Simulation results. a is the instantaneous current, b is the
voltage RMS, c is the active powers and d is the reactive powers of
the MU 17 following a single phase to ground fault at location F
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Figure 11 depicts the variations of instantaneous
current, RMS voltage, active power and reactive power
of the MU 17. The circuit breakers are tripped at 0.59 s
and it can be seen in Fig. 11 that the current becomes
zero at the instant fault section clearance whereas the
voltage, active/reactive powers become zero a short time
after the fault isolation. The total fault clearing time
takes into consideration of the time delay components
which are sensor delay (5 ms), communication delay
(5μs which is negligible), integrated protection unit delay
(dependent on the protection principle) and circuit
breaker delay (90 ms). The time of IED coordination is
not considered in this paper. However, the time cost is
related to the communication delay and coordination
strategy. Actually, the data networks of smart substa-
tions have short communication time cost, thus the ap-
plication of simplified information coordination should
be given more attention.
On the other hand, when the circuit breaker fails to

clear the fault, adjacent circuit breakers could work in a
coordinated mode to reduce the outage area. For
example, when a fault occurs at the line 4–19 and circuit
breakers 4 & 19 fail to clear the fault section, protection
IED of the 35 kV Bus 1 would send tripping commands
to circuit breaker 16 to clear the fault instead.
Fig. 10 Differential currents with fault F. Dif means the differential
current and Res is the restraint current
Discussion
The application costs of the proposed CSP system are
related to the costs of the communications infrastruc-
ture, hardware architecture and software applications.
Actually, using third-party public-switched data net-
works in active distribution network is suitable from the
economic standpoint and the communication time cost
may be short. Applying the differential princple to the
proposed protection system, there is no additional cost
for VTs. However, the cost of protection IEDs should be
given more attention.

Conclusion
In recent years, the progresses in microprocessor, commu-
nication and transducer technologies have provided new
means for the design and development of new generation
of power system protection scheme. The term “Integrated
Protection” is used to denote the integration of several
protective devices for multiple power equipment within
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the substation into one protective relay, obtaining all the
real time information of the substation by communication
network. The business driver behind functional integra-
tion is cost reduction by reduced hardware, wiring and
installation times. It is also expected that it will lead to a
reduction in life-time operational costs.
In this paper, several different kinds of integrated pro-

tection schemes and their respective advantages and
disadvantages are discussed. Protection principles and
functions applied in integrated protection systems are also
presented. A new coordinated protection system based on
inter-substation information is proposed and simulation
results illustrate and verify the feasibility of the scheme.
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